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INFLUENCE OF SURFACE CONDIlIONING ON iHE 
IONIZATION, BH'AKDOWN, AND ¶L1ACKING OVER 

SOLI!) DIELECTRICS 

INTflODUCTION 

Mr. C. E. 3oucher of Indutr1a1 X-riay En1neers 

ooserved that fewer failures occurred in his hin voltage 

x-ray equipment wrien sorne of the conponents were coated 

with a suspension medium and small glass beads than when 

these components were untreated. An explanation of this 

oehavior was sought in the understanding of the physical 

phenomena involved in order to have a sound oasis upon 

which to write patent claims. 

several approaches were tried in order to find a 

mathematical theory as a o1ution to this proLleni. 

However, although a great deal of immediately related 

tneory is availaole, no practical solution is apparent 

because of the large number of parameters involved and 

the unknown manner of their variation. 
n experimental soiuion to the problem wa found 

by the autrior and various physical phenomena were dis- 

covered in the process of the solution. -Ln. sum:xy, the 

increased life of the dielectric is due o trie suppression 

of surface ionization. The suppression of ionization 

decreases the ion bombardment of the dielectric and hence 

reduces its deterioration and disintegration. 
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CONDIÏIONING OF SPkCIMENS 

The various specimens prepared for this 1nvest1ation 

were conditioned in accordance with trie methods prescribed 

by the American Society For iestirig Materials, 3tandard 

Methods of Conditioning Plastics and Liectrical Insula- 

ting Materials for iLesting (j, pp. O8-lo). ihe 

conditioning procedure is necessary since the electrical 

and physical properties of electrical insulating materials 

are influenced oy temperature, relative humidity, and 

contntination. 

Because considerable time had. elapsed between the 

preparation and use of the numerous specimens, the sped- 

mens were carefully washed and rinsed and their labels 

were removed. The labels were replaced by a system of 

code marks used to identify the specimens. The surface 

area of the code marks was very much less than that of' 

the labels, and the code marks were not a disturbing 

influence electric3lly as were the labels. After clean- 

ing, the specimens were placed in an electric oven 

designed and built to operate at the prescribed tempera- 

ture of 50 ± 3 degrees centigrade. the oven is shown in 

Fi;ure i and the heater elements and suorting racks in 

Figure 2. The performance of the oven was better than 

expected, because it is capable of holding the 



Figure 1. 

Edectric oven for drying specimens. 

Figure 2. 

Heater elements and supporting racks 
for electric oven. 



temperature within one degree centigrade wnile the 

permissible tolerance was three degrees centigrade. The 

specimens were kept in the oven for the required 48 

hours or longer. 

After baking, the specimens were removed from the 

oven and cooled to room temperature in a desiccator over 

anhydrous calcium chloride. This esiccatoi', shown in 

Figure 3, also served as the permanent $torage place for 

the approximately lOO specimens when not under test. The 

desiccator was equipped with a small blower to circulate 

the air and aid in the drying process. A small hole 

drilled in the corner of tne various specimens enabled 

one to hang them on numbered hooks for filing purposes. 

$pecimens of 0.25 inch in thickness or under must e kept 

in the desiccator at least five hours prior to test. All 

the specimens were less tnan 0.25 inch in thickness. The 

specimens were placed under test in less than one half' 

hour after renioval from the aesiccator. To facilitate 

the handling of specimens a small wooden rack was made 

which is shown in the foreground of Figure 3. This rack 

also protects the prepared surfaces from unnecessary 

handling. 

Room temperature is defined as an atmosphere in 

the temperature range of 20 to 30 degrees centigrade and 
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Figure 3. 
Interior view of desiccator showing 

specimens and desiccator tray. 



an unspecified relative humidity. The extreme excursions 

of temperature experienced. for the entire series of tests 

were within a much narrower range than tiat permitted by 

the ASTN standards. Ihe extreme teirperature limits for 

all tests were a maximum of 28.2 and. a minimum of 2;.3 

degrees centigrade. This degree of temperature reula- 

tion was made possible by turnin, off the steam heat in 

the research room and replacing it with an electric heater 

of 2000-watt capacity. This heater operated 24 hours a 

day. The heater is equipped with a bi-rnetallic thermo- 

stat as a control element. The maximum, minimum, and. 

average values of the atmospheric conditions experienced 

during the inlividual test series are given in Table I. 

All voltage measurements were made with a 2.00 

centimeter sphere gap. These measurements were corrected 

to standard conditions defined by a temperature of' 25.0 

degrees centigrade and a barometric pressure of 76.0 

centimeters of mercury. These standards are set forth by 

the AIEk, in their Measurement of Voltage in íJielectric 

Test8 (1, pp. 3-7). 
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TABLE I 

RANGE OF ATMOSPHERIC CONDi1IONS EX1L.k1IENCED 
DURING THE 11ESTS 

Maximum Minimum íwerage 

IONIZATION CURRENT 
CHARACThHI uiCS 

àarometric Pressure mm Hg 760.0 748,0 753.1 

Temperature Centigrade 26.0 24.0 25.0 

Vapor Pressure mm Hg 9.94 6.98 8.25 

FLA SHOVER 
CHARACTERISTICS 

Barometric Pressure mm Hg 763.3 740.2 752.2 

Temperature Centigrade 28,2 23.3 25.7 

Vapor Pressure mm Hg 8.56 6.79 7.35 

RESISTANCE TO 
ARC TRACKING 

Barometric Pressure mm Hg 746.5 745.6 7146.1 

Temperature Centigrade 27.0 25.5 26.1 

Vapor Pressure mm Hg 8.83 7.54 8.04 
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IONIZATION CHÁCTERISTICS OF Uki.FACES 

AT ATNOPHEhIC PRSUhE 

The i1ijh Volts&e 3ridge 

High voltage gradients cause heavy tontzatlon over 

the surface of materials and. subsequent surfoe failure. 

the charged patrticles bombard the materl.al and. disinte- 

grate it causing surface breakdown. Therefore, a method 

is needed Lo measure this surface ionization. Also, lt 

is necessary to separate the IonIzation current from the 

charging current. This need led to the use of a bridge 

circuit as a means of separating these currents. This 

bridge circuit is used to balance out the 60 cycle 

charging current leaving the ionization current as the 

unbalanced portion of the current in one arm of the 

bridge. 

Conventional methods used in balancing alternat.lng 

current bridges vere inadequate in tnis situation because 

of the ûigi voltages used in uaking the measurements. 

iligh voltElges give rise to a high electric field 

intensity, and a high field intensity does not permit 

a bridge to be constructed for simple lumped circuit 

parameters. All leads and components must be considered 

as distributed circuit parameters, and the bride must 

have three dimensional symmetry in space or 



a ba1ane cannot be achieved. ihis type of bridge proved. 

to be very successful in researcnes conducted by .Lrofessor 

F. O. ¡ici11an on insulator corona and conductor corona 

(6, p. 387, and 5, pp. 282-28h). The source of excitation 

for the bridge was a 100 kv transformer for which the 

control circuit is given in Figure 4. The bridge circuit 

with the measured values of the components is shown in 

Figure 5. The symmetrical arrangement of the high voltage 

bridge is shown in Figure 6. A sheet of aluminum, 3 feet 

by 4 feet, serves as a ground plane for the bridge and 

the sphere gap. A general view which includes the appa- 

ratus used in this study except the arc tracking equip- 

ment (and the vacuum .ump, wnicn is nidden from view) is 

shown in Figure 7. 

The parallel electrodes used on the test specimens 

are shown in Figure 3. This design of the electrodes 

was decided upon after a careful study of the various 

electrode shapes used by other research worcers investi- 

gating the characteristics of solid dielectrics. 2arallel 

bars were chosen since they eive a somewhat more uniform 

field over the area between the electrodes. This type of 

electrode subjects a considerable area of the specimen to 

a high voltage gr.Jient; therefore, the characteristics 

obtained are more typical of' the general surface 

conditions of' the materials than would be obtained. by 



CONThOL CIRCUIT FOR loo KV ThANSFORMER 

240 volt 
60 cycle 
Source 

T1 T2 

10 

T1 230 Volt Variable Autotransformer 

T2 Isolation Transformer, 240:100 
Maloney Electric Company 
Single Phase Distribution Transformer 
No. 711398 

T3 100 KV Transformer OSC No. 3566 

V AC Voltmeter 
Weston Model 155 No. 42071 0-75-150 
G.E. Type P-3 No, 3320351 0-15-30 

Figure 4 
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hIGH VOLTAGE EhIDGE 11 

R1 

h2 

h3 

R4 
to 
Rl4 

V A-C Voltmeter 

T3 loo KV £ransformer OSC No. 3566 

R 0,270 Negohm Current Limiting Resistor 
Carborundum Type 

C1 Exploratory Electrodes 3.5 to 15 mmf' 

C:, Balancing Electrodes 
Immersed in oil to suppress corona 

R1 0.247 Negohm Metal Film Resistor 

R7 0.146 Megohm Metal Film Resistor 

R3 0,118 Megohm Metal Film Resistor 

R4 to R14 Ayrton-Perry Type Resistors 
Total 62,290 ohms 

G 2.0 cm Sphere Gap 

CR0 Tektronix Oscilloscope, Type 5111W 
No. 3797 

Figure 5 
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Figure 6. 
Arrangement of high voltage 

bridge elements. 
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Figure 7. 
General view of transformer and high voltage 

bridge with cathode ray oscilloscope. 



Figure 8. 
Half round parallel electrodes 

ori specimen under test. 

Figure 9. 
Half round parallel balancing electrodes 
immersed in oil to suppress ionization. 

3 
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smaller electrodes concentrating the field in a nore 

localized area. Half-round bar cck was used to conen- 

trate tne fi1J. .lose to the surface of the material. 

The ends of the electrodes were rounded to eli:ninate 

points of hih electric stress. A parallel rule arrange- 

ment was employed using strips of nlcalex insulation as 

spacers. This conoination was used for two reasons. 

First, it permitted ready adjustment of the electrodes 

parallel to each other at any desired spacing, and 

secondly, it I)rovided a ready ùeans for holding the 

electrode spacing fixed against the electrostatic forces 

tending tb pull tIìem together. The electrostatic forces 

do become ùrge enough to pull the unsupported electrodes 

together. Measurements showedthat the rnicalex arms did 

not disturb the tests, because the. length of path over the 

micalex is very much greater than that over the specimen 

under test and because the micalex is a superior dielec- 

tric for this purpose. Measurements of the capacitance of 

the electrodes for different spacings on the various 

insulating uaterials gave a range of 3.5 to 15 mmf when 

measured on the General adio lype 716-C capacitance 

bridge by thesubstitutlon method at 100 cycles. The 

100-cycle frequency was chosen to avoid the 60 cle 

background noise which is present in the buildina at a 

level high enou,h to make the measurements difficult. 
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The electrodes u,ed as a ba1an1ng capctor in the 

h1h-voltae bridgé are shown in Figure 9. These are 

duplicates of tie exp1or1n electrodes. luuis set of 

electrodes is immersed to a skllow depth in Ueneral 

i1ectric type lO-e insulaiing oil to suppress tn.e edge 

and surface ionization around and between the electrodes. 

The electrodes are placed on a specimen which is of the 

same material and surf ce treatment as the one under test. 

ihe specimen is then placed on an inverted pyrex cover 

dish which is in turn placed in a pyrex pie plate. The 

oil level is brought up just hih enough to wet the sur- 

face of the specimen and the edges of the electrodes. 

l3ecause the dielectric constant of the oil is approximate- 

ly two, and only a small portion covers the electrodes, 

the capacitance of the balancing electrodes is not altered 

enough to disturb the balance of the bridge beyond what 

can be readily compensated for. Pyrex as chosen for 

the cover dish and the pie plate oecause it has a lower 

dielectric constant than soft glass a. nd hence its pre- 

sence is less of' a disturbing influence. 

In a search for a suitable detector for the bridge, 

sever. 1 measuring devices were investigated. One of 

these was the vacuum tube voltmeter. The res.)onse of a 

vacuum tube voltmeter is determined oy tne circuit used. 
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the dioìe input ty)e of instrument may infloate eltner 

the average value or the crest value dependin on a minor 

circuit change. The amplifier input type of instrument 

may have three possible types of response deendin on 

the grid, bias. They are a squsre-1.w response with no 

wave form error, a square-law response with wave form 

error, and average value response. Various types of 

vacuum tube voltmeters were tried and found to be unat- 

isí'actory because the only ones available were made for 

single ended input and. had an inadequate freqúency 

response. Also, tue readings taken at a given attenu- 

ator ettiri could not be rnde to match those taken for 

adjacenb attenuator settings. his difficulty was caused 

by bringing the feed-back loop to the Input attenuator, 

coupled with the fact that in this investigation it was 

necessary to connect the device to a low impedance source 

from which the non-sinueoiLal Ionization pulses are 

obtainable. 

Other tyes of detectors were considered and 

experimented with. 1iermocouples and thermistors were 

tried as a means of measuring the effective value of the 

ionization current. ihermocouples could riot stand the 

overload imposed by flashover. Thermistors proved to be 

of insufficient sensitivity. Observations made with the 

cathode ray oscilloscope showed that the effective value 
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of the ionization current is relatively very much less 

than the crest value. this great difference in the 

relative magnitudes of trie crest values and. tne effective 

values of the ionization current is due to the fact that 

the ionization current is de up of sporaiic unsustined 

burstb of ionization current witn very higa crest values, 

but with very low effective values oecause of the 

discontinuity of the corona. ihis relation between the 

effective and crest values h.s been sriown by frofessors 

F. O. McMj.11an and i-i. G. rnett in their work on radio 

intìrference measurements (7, p. 357-862). 

1he most suitable detector for the bridge proved to 

be the oscilloscope shown in Figure 7, whicn is roveded 

with short direct connections to the vertical deflector 

plates. This direct connection was necessary because of 

the steep rise of the ionization pulses and the bridL,e 

circuit which made it necessary to operate the detector 

with both deflector plates above ground. lue oscIllo- 

scope was used to measure the crest values of the loniza- 

tion julses. 
The resistive arms of the brie were calculated to 

have sufficient resistance to ive a reliable deflection 

on the cathode ray tube even for trie specimens suoving 

little ionization. Metal film non-inductive rlstors 
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were used for the larger values of resistance, and yrton- 

Perry tyoe, wire-wound, non-inductive resistors were used 

for the low values. The resi.;tance values used are given 

in Figure 5. 

The ionization arid. breakdown over the surface of a 

solid dielectric is a function of the crest value of the 

applied voltage. The most reliable method of measuring 

this crest voltage is by means of a sphere gap. The rnge 

of voltage covered by the ionization measurements was such 

that the two-centimeter sphere gap was of the proper size. 

In the use of the two-centimeter sphere gap it was found 

to be very important tnat the spheres be polisiìed and 

cleaned frequently, since the voltage at which the clean 

gap fires is lower than that for the oxidized gap. For 

this series of experiments, the sphere gap was also 

irradiated by the litt from a mercury-arc lamp. This 

ultraviolet radiation produced. the ions enaoling the gap 

to fire in a more reproducible manner than would be pos- 

sibie without irradiation. ihe convenience tcìis afforded 

led to more consistant results and a great saving in time 

in determining the ionization and flashover voltages. The 

lifference in the break-down voltage between the irradiated 

ad the unirradlated gap was found to be negligible. 
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ionization Current iìeaurments 

The crest values of the ionization current were 

measured for four different sacins of the parallel gap 

electrodes. The spacings were 0.25, O.(J, 0.75, and 1.00 

inci. For each spucing the crest values of the loniza- 

tion current were recorded from the onset of ionization 

to the point of flashover or beyond, depending on the 

specimen under test. For sorne of the specinens It was 

possiole to take readings of the ionization current for a 

limited part of t1e range beyond the f laskiover point. 

This was made possible by usin, the air stream from a 

small blower to extinguish the arc after onset of flash- 

over. lests showed that the air stream directed toward 

the specimen at flashover did not alter the initial 

f1ashover voltage of the specimen. because the cathode 

ray oscilloscope immediately restores itself after 

flashover it was possible to ouserve the ionization 

current between the flashovers at potentials in excess 

of the initial flashover voltage. 

The ionization current characteristics for the 

various specimens are shown in Figures 10 to 27 . .Lhese 

were plotted to the same scale of the coordinate axes for 

the sake of comparison. All measurements were ade with 

60-cycle alternating current. With few exceptions there 
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are two curves for each spcin, one rnirked pos1tve and. 

one negative. The positive curves are for the crest 

values of ionization current that occur during the posi- 

tive half of the 60-cycle exciting voltage, and the 

negative curves are frr the crest values of ionization 

current that occur during the negative half of the 60- 

cycle exciting voltage, using the ungrounded ex4oratory 

electrode as a point of reference as shown in Figure .5. 

Vertical arrows are placed on the curves at tne flashover 

voltage as determined for the s9ecimen with tne electrodes 

connected in the bridge circuit as shown in Figure 5. A 

dashed line shows the flasnover voltage for the specimen 

with the lower exploratory electrode directly coimected 

to ground and the right side of the bridge disconnected. 

'i:his change produces tne conventional flashover circuit 

described later and shown in Figure 32. When the lower 

exploratory electrode is directly connected to the ground., 

the flashover of the specimen occurs at a lower voltage 

than when the electrode is connected in the bridge 

circuit, because in the bridge circuit the electrode has 

a resistance of' 0.573 megohms between it and ground. 

Isomica With Venous 1urface .Lreatrnents 

The ionization current characteristics for the 

isonica series is shown in Figures 10 to 13. The loniza- 

tion currents are given at onset and flashover for all 
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the specimens in Table Ii. The isomica series incluäes 

the untreated specimen and. those coated with f oUi' d.ifferent 

suspension media with and without glass beads. The sus- 

pension media are used to nold the sIfiali glsss beads on 

the surface of the specimen. Tne glass beads vary in size 

and ere less than 0.002 of an inch in diairieter. Flame 

testsshow them to be tiiade of sodium glass. They are a 

product of the Minnesota i'Iining and Manufacturing Company 

and are sold as pavement marker beads. In the isomica 

series the s2ecimen coated with Doiph's Synthite exküolted 

the strongest surface ionization. The untreeted specimen 

and those coated with the suspension media all exhibited 

strong surface ionization of the same order of magnitude. 

Over half the curves in the group without the lass beads 

showed a tendency to rise, starting with the curvature 

concave downward, then reversing to concave upward. ihis 

tendency was found for only two of the curves in the glass 

bead-coated group of tnis serles. 'Ihe variation of the 

ionization current with spacing is not a linear relation 

because the field between the electrodes becomes less 

uniform as the separation is increased. The lsomlca 

specimen co.ited with Scotch ;ast and g lass beads snowed 

the lowest surface ionization, and that coated with ri- 

Film 88 and glass beads was very nearly as ood. The 

ratlos for both the positive and negative 
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TABLE Il 

IONIZATION LATA FORjVAIUS P'CThcFNS AT DIFFEPENT FLFCTODE PCINGS 

p'c1men 
i 

Ion1zition Voitge arid Current at F1shover 

Electrode SDín 1n Inh 0.25 0.50 75 1.00 

__________________________ At Onset At F1shovr At Onset At Flashover At Onset At F1shover At Onset t_shovr 
KV __NA KV KV MA KV KV KV H KV KVI ÌA 

4- - 4-_ - -I- - 
__NA 
4- - 

__MA 
+ - + - + - 1+ - -____ L- 

Isomica 5.8 0.09 1.0 O.0E3 13.9 0.25 17.1 0.37 
6.,43 0.09 Q.3 ,.84 ,.&Lû.6 O.63 18O 5.32 5. 1ì.4 0.50 22.3 6.17 5.65 19.1 1.15 30.5 7.1L i.32 

Iso1'a & Doiìh's Synthite .'70 0.17 11 0.40 16.0 0.17 
3.60 O.1L 9.3 3.)4 .L4 10.3 0.17 1L9 7.4 7.48 114 O.0 23.A 735 7.3 19.3 1.14 27.9 5.S9 5.73 

Isorn. & D's. Syrì. & Gi. cis. 0.14 1.0 0.14 
7.65 0.11 1e.3 11.2 0.11 16.1. 2.09 2.09 1.3 O.9 0.14 21.4 .68 1.17 22.9 0q29 ,14 ?7O 3,21 ().9 

Isoriica & Sotch Cst 5.77 .1. ?.49 14.3 0.12 1'7.0 0.25 
b.O O.1 °.66 v.65 .65 ?.68 0.1, 17.2 5.1 .18 14.7 0..5 23.4 7.01 5.73 1.6 o.1 27. 6.31 6.31 Isoni. & Sc. st. & Gi. Bcis. 6.17 0.V. 
7.1- 0.14 q.36 0.97 0.97. L-.2 0.0e 0.Q 16.0 0.35 0.77 17.3 0.16 0.11 20.8 0.97 0.16 80.23 0.16 6.3 0.77 ,19 Isomi."a & Si1Yone Varnish 0.20 ?.57 0.2F 0.10 1'7.1 0.10 
(.07 0.10 9.5 1.92 1»32. 0.5 Ö.1C 17.8 4.46 4.46 14.9 0.10 22.8 5.04 4.46 19.0 0.96 25.4 4.36 

Ison. & Sil. Vr. & Gi. ds. 6. 
3.26 

0.06 
O27 

7.3 
1.1.8 

0.06 
0.13 15.0 1.62 1.62 

12.4 
13.6 

0.06 
0.06 21.1 0.16 9.46 0.°7 2.35 2.35 19.6 0.38 0.06 26.3 3.11 2.66 

Isorriic & Dri-FIIm 3 12.7 0.10 13.1 0.10 
6.33 O.2F 0.O 9.'7 2.1 13.1 0.58 0.5 17.0 4.14 4.36 14.2 0.O 21.5 5.48 5.04 13.3 0.10 25.5 ¿.14 3.92 

Isornic & Dri-Fiim & 
Glass 3eds 7.7; 00'S 2.O 9.B0 0.5e 0.°7 1.6 ).04 0.04 16.4 0.97 0.97 18.9 0.L6 0.23 20.6 1.2Ç 1.21 21.4k 0.11 0.04 2S.3 1.79 1.65 

Black Bk1ite 13.0 0.34 16.1 0.34 
6.6 0.67 O.3A 9.33 ,q 1.95 10.1 L54 0.54 16.8 4.24 5.19 0,34 21.5 4.24 4A8 1.6 0.34 25.5 4.58 f.19 

B1I-. ?ck. & tolrh's :rnth1te 
&: G1ss Beads 6.° 0.11 O.O!I. 1.37 1.17 12.2 .06 0.C4 1.3 1.17 1.37 1'7. 0.11 0.06 20.7 1.67 1.05 21.5 0.04 0.04 25.7 1.75 (.5 

Bik. Bk. & Sc'ch Cst & 
G1ss Besds 6.130 0.04 0.OL 9.'O 0.770.6612.1 0.10.O6 16.3 1.37 0.77 1.9 0.19 0.06 21.1 0.95 0.16 21.6 0.10 0.06 27.4 0.5 C.58 

p1k. Bak. & S11ione Vrrnish 
& Glsss Peis 7.]6 0.06 0.0 9.1' 1.3 1.1L 11.2 0.04 0.02 15.4 1.46 0.70 15,7 0.11 0.021,1 1.46 2.07 19. 0.23 0.04 25.1 1.Q c.66 

Bik. Fa.k. & Eri-Film 8 & 7.10 O.0 
7.70 0.1 9.'70 1.17 1.05 10.6 0.04 0.04 16.1 1.30 1.25 17.9 0.16 0.10 21,0 0.97 O.9 '1. O.0 Q.04 61 1.17 C77 ____________________________ 

Lucite 13.0 1M'1 16.2 0.34 
nr) () set 2.Li 0.0017.1 c4.5 13.5 9.4 6.0 14.1 0.67 0.00 25.0 L. 0.00 5.2 0.94 9.84 .19 

Luc. & ID's. Syn. & Gi. Fds. 2.00 0.40 12.1 0.40 1L.8 0.241 17.4 0.20 
9.L5 0.L0 97q 1.7J .°6l.6 1.44 17.8 4.26 4.26 19.8 0.10 22.8 394 3.04 22.7 0.10 28.E 5.60 .64 

Lucite & Sc. Cast & Gî. Bts. 12.0 0.28 1.5 0.28 17.6 0.10 
8..5 0.4e 0.20 Q 3 2.12 1.6J 13. 0.2e 16.5 2.22 1.8h. 1.3 0.10 21.3 3,12 1.64 23.3 0.28 25.2 2.92 1.16 

LucIte & P1stic Cerrent & G.B 12.0 0.47 15.4 0.18 1s3.5 0.17 

_________________________ 0.67 0.00 11.0 l.l40.001h.6 1.1417.2 4.05 3.71 13.9 O.0 22.2 L.05 3.21 23. 0.0 2.O 4.S9 .57 



ionization current values at flashover for the untreated 

isoinica to that for the ison1ca coated with Scotch Cast 

and glass beads at the different electrode sacìns are 

as follows:- 

Spacing 0.25' 0.0u 0.7)" 1.00" 

+ - + - + - - 

atio 2.94 2.94 6.25 6.90 6.37 30.5 9.26 3.3 

inis proves that the glass bead-coated surfaces show a 

marked improvement over ttie untreated specimen in the 

reauction of the surface ionization. 

i3lack rake1ite With Various Surface ireatments 

black bakelite shows strong surface ionization, cut 

somewnat less than does isoiica. n the oakelite series 

the tebt for the specituens coated with only the su&pension 

media were not made since the data obtained from the 

isomica series showed that the suspension iiecLia alone did 

not produce any material improvement over the uncoated 

base mteria1. The criaracteristics for the bakelite 

series are shown in Figures 19 to 23 and in able I.E. 

i3lack bakelite showed an unusual characteristic in that 

the negative values of trie ionization current were larger 

than the positive values for three of tne spacings. The 

0.25 inch spacing snows the usual behavior where the 

positive values of ionization current are larger at all 



times tûan the negative. For the 0.50 inch sac1n the 

two currents start at a&out the íame value after wnich 

the negative current values becorie L.rger and continue 

1arer than the poîtiv va1ue. For tne C.7 and 1.00 

inch spacings the curvs start iii the normal manner and. 

then cross over at about the mid.point with the neativ 

current v&iues becornin larger for the h.tter portion of 

the curves. hi..s behavior was checked a nuner of iirnes 

and was found to be reproiucible. ihe glass beao.-coated 

bakelite ,roup gave low values of ionization current 

comparable with those of the isomica group. he black 

bakelite specimen showing the lowest 2urface ionization 

was that coated. with scotch east and. 1ass beacis anci the 

one coated with bri-1i1m 88 ani alass eacLs was very 

nearly as ooã. he ionization current ratios at flash- 

over for untreated black bakelite to that coated with 

COtCh cast and blass beads are as follows;- 

Spacing 0.25" 0.0" 0.75" 1.00" 

+ - + - + - + 

2.98 2.95 3.10 6.7 .k6 2.6 7.9 8.93 

Here, as in the revious series, trie specluien coated with 

Scotch Cast and glass beads snowed the lowest surface 

ionization. 
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Lucite JiIh Various urface ireatrnent 

The surface behavior' of untreated lucite was very 

flfferent from that of any other specimen. The untreated 

specimen gave the h1iest crest values of ionization 

current as shown in Figures 24a and 2-4'b. these two figures 

are from the same data plotted to different scales. The 

scale selected as a standard for all other specimens 

and used in Figure 21+a does not include the higher values 

given by lucite; tierefore, a second plot was made with 

a change in scale to include the full range of experimen- 

tal öRta as shown in Pi:ure 24b. while lucite gave the 

hibest crest ionization current, in contrast, it gave 

the lowest effective value of ionization current. This 

observation, a very striking one even though only 

qualitative, is based upon the consistant observation that 

the ionization current pulses on the untreated lucite 

surfaces were relatively very high and infrequent during 

each half cycle of the applied 60-cycle voltage. The 

foregoing observation applied to both the positive and 

negative half cycle. This behavior of lucite is due to 

its very ii'h surface resistance as compared to that of 

the other specimens. All tue coatings used on the lucite 

increased the surface ionization current over that for the 

untreated material. Untreated lucite also snowed no 

negative ionization current pulses for sorne of the 



electrode spacings. The 0.25 inch s&cing showed no 

oositive or negative ionization prior to flasnover. the 

only event for this spacing was f Lshover with no ppar- 

ent prior ionization. For the 0.50 inch spacing positive 

ionization occur'ed prior to flashover, but the ne,ative 

pulses of ionization appeared only at fia shover. The 0.75 

inch spacing gave the full range of positive ionization, 

but no negative ionization at any time. The 1.00 inch 

spacing showed the usual positive ionization, out the 

negative ionization appeared for only a part of the 

range before flashover took place. Only one other speci- 

men, lucite coated with plastic cernent and glass eads, 

gave no negative ionization. In this case, it occured 

at the 0.25 inch spacing and is shown in Figure 27. The 

other two specimens of the series behaved in a Lnanner 

which was comparable to that of other soecimens and are 

shown in Figures 25 and 26. Again as in trie two previous 

series, the specimen coated with Scotch Cast and glass 

beads gave the lowest values of ionization current. The 

ionization ratios at flashover for the untreated specimen 

to that of the glass beaded one are computed from tne 

data in Table II and are shown as follows:- 

Dpacing 0.25" 0.50" 0.75" 1.00" 

+ - + - + - + 

iistio l.lLI 3.7 3.91 --- 3.91 4.'48 
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These ratlos again demonstrate the effectiveness of the 

glass-beaded surface in reducing surface ionization. 

liesults Of' ionization current Measurements 

¿orne characteristics are common to nearly all of the 

specimens. They are the fo11owig:- 

1. The onset of ositive ionization occurs before the 

onset of negative ionization. 

2. he positive ionization puises are larger in ampli- 

tude than the negative pulses. 

3. the ionization current curves show a comion trend. 

For the surfaces without glass oeads, tue curves 

rise abruptly and go through a cûne in curvture. 

For the surfaces with glass oeads, the curves rise 

gradually and remain concave upward. 

4. The soecimens srowed a short time-hysteresis effect 

due to ionic charges trapped on the surface. The 

time needed. to adjust the equlrnent in order to take 

readings was enough in all cases to enable these 

surface charges to dissipate and permit the specimen 

to corne to eiuillbrium for the aplied voltage at 

which the reading was taken. 

there are a few chracteristics to which no except- 

ions were ooserved. They are as follows:- 
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1. the onset of Ionization for the '1ass-beaöed sped- 

mens is more radual than for those without beads. 

2. The onset of Ionization in all cases Is abrupt. The 

pulses appear to burst out with a definite amplitude. 

3. The class-beaded surfaces gave a much lower surface 

Ionization than the untreated surfaces. 

In most instances the glass-beaded surfaces showed 

Ionization at a very low level for a considerable voltage 

range before the ionization would show an appreciable 

rate of rise as the 60-cycle voltage was increased. ihis 

condition was due to ionization taking place beneath the 

surface and around the edges of the electrodes. The 

glass beads on which trie electrodes rest have air spaces 

between them in which the air becomes overstressed and 

gives rise to this low level ionization. 

When the glass beads are present on the surface of 

the Insulation there is a marked decrease in the visible 

corona discharge between the electrodes and also in the 

related audible noise r1gkt up to the point of fia shover. 

The visible corona is a very narrow line around the edges 

of the electrodes. In other words, the glass beads act 

as an ionization suppressor. 



IONIZATION HARCThIIÏSTICS OF SU1ìFiCES 
A VJiIIOU3 OEhS PSSUiS 

he Vacuum-ressure System 

The conthined vacuum and pressure system was Lesine1. 

and. constructed y the author. A scheLï1atc d1aranì of 

the vacuum system is iven In iure 23, and. a general 

view of the htgh-voltage bridge wih tue vacuum-pressure 

cy1inter in the background is shown in Figure 29. he 

specimen cylinder was made lre enough so that the 

exploratory electrodes and the specimen could be placed 

inside and not be disturbed electrically y the proxiinity 

of the cylinder wall, oase plate and. top plate. This 

arrangement was very important in achieving a balance of 

tne hiyx-volta'e bridge. ihe uase plate ws f cold 

rolled steel and was nineteen inches in diameter. the 

top plate was text.olite of the saine diïneisions. Inula- 

ting material was used for tie top plate to errnit entry 

of the hti voltae leads with a minimum of capacity 

between the leads. the glass cylinder was 12 inches in 

diauieter and 18 inces loti with ends f ini.sned y hand 

on a steel plate using number 80 carborundum grit. iht 

vertical cold, rolled steel rods were used to hold the 

end plates against the cyliner. these rods were placed 

near the outer edge of the end plates to minimize the 
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VACUUM-PRESSUHE SYSTEM 

.LUU!p 

IV Intake valve to admit as from tank 

EV Exhaust valve for the system 

G Vacuum and pressure aue 

C Specimen test cylinder 

MV 4ain valve to pump 

BV Bleeder valve for pump 

R Rubber pressure tubing serves as 
electrical and vibration insulator 
for the system 

Figure 2 
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. 

FIgure 29. 
Equipment for determination of ionization 

characteristics in gases at various 
pressures. 
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capacitance effect. The vlves far the system are of the 

taper plug ty)e, and were n1v1u11y ground nd fitted. 

They are lubricated with a silicone compound which has a 
-6 

vapor pressure of 10 mm of mercury. The function of the 

valves is explained in Figure 28. A mercury manometer 

was built to calibrate the k3ourdon-type vacuum and ares- 

sure gauge. Corrections for barometric pressure and 

temperature were taken into account for the calibration. 

The manometer is shown at the left and rear of Figure 2). 

A length of rubber pressure tubi%- connects the system to 

the mechanical vcuum pump. The tubing serves as an 

electrical insulator and. as a vibration insulator for the 

specimen cylinder. The metal parts of' the cylinder must 

remain electrically insuleted so that the high voltae 

bridge may be balanced. 1he entire srstem was subjected 

to a hydrostatic test at a gauge pressure of 5 pounds 

per squere inch. For the safety of the operator during 

the tests, a sheet of /4-inch :lywood. was placed between 

the operator and the specimen cylinder. 

hesults uf .Loniation Current Measurements Var.ous 
Gas Pressures 

iwo series of tests were made, one in air at seven 

different pressures and one in sulfur hexafluoride at 

four different pressures. isomica coated with Un-Film 88 

and glass beads was used as trie test specimen in both 
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cases. Isomica was chosen as a base material because it 

ic_ uEed In the construction of hih-voltae equiprnert. 

2ri-Pi1m 88 was used as the suspension medium since it 

contains sorne silicone corn)ounds which siow a minimum 

tenilency to carbonize at flasliover. ihe ionization curves 

for the two Eeries pere plotted. to the sa'e scale for the 

aiEcissa, but to flfferent scales for tbe ordinatese The 

specimen in air gave ionization currents in the mi111rn- 

pere rane while in sulfur hexau1uoride the ran,e was In 

microanperes. This is shown in Figures O and. 31. None 

of the curves is for the full range of ionization current, 

since it was necessary to avoid flashover because the gas 

charge would be lost if the system had to be opened to 

change the specimen. Lata taken from cther workers were 

used to calculate the flashover value at each of the pres- 

sures at which tests were run (8, pp. l26-l3 and 2, 

p. 530-584). All tests were made at a p spacing of 

0.50 inch. 

The tests in air show a greater increase in the rate 

of ionization for pressures below one atmosphere, and a 

lower increase in the rate of ionization for pressures 

above one atmosphere as shown in Figure 0. This de- 

crease in rate with increase of pressure is due to te 

decrease of the mean free path, and because the normal 

process f ionization by collision has ueen altered. For 

pressures of 1.380 atmospheres and atove, only negative 
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ioniztton takes place ecaue the mobility of the elec- 

trons relative to that of the positive ions has been 

changed. 

the limited supply of sulfur hexafiuoride permitted 

operation only at the four pressures shown in Figure 31. 

Eoth positIve and negative ionization took piece in these 

tets for the limited pressure rsn ge available. The most 

striking observation is the lc level of ionization in 

sulfur hexafluoride, :hich is borne out by the total 

absence of vIsible ionization at any time. The structure 

of sulfur hexaf1uorie is such that it behaves ss an eee- 

tron trap which accounts for the extremely low level of 

surface ionization. At hi«-ìer pressures, the gas would 

have a greater dielectric strength t:an the s:;eciiìen 

t e s t ed.. 

Some of the propertie. of Eulfur hexafluoride re a5 

follows: 

Empricai formula YF6 

Struc Lure: 

All six fluorine atoms are at the corners of 

a regular octahedron, with the atom at its 

center. The ii atoms are at distances of 

1.58 Angstrom units from the S atom. These 

bonds, having both ionic nd covalent proper- 

ties, are naìnly covalent. 
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Molecular weight: i6.O6 

Toxicity: 

Sulfur hexafluoride has oeen described as a 

physiologically inert gas. However, in the 

presence of corona, arc, or spark discharge, 

it is slowly decomposed to the lower 

fluorides of sulfur which are hydrolyzable and 

toxic. 
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FLATHOVER CHRACTERI :TICS OF UhFACES 
AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE 

Determination Of Flashover Ohracteristics 

The circuit for the determination of the flashover 

characteristics is shown in Figure 32. ¿mce tnis section 

of the work was the beginning of the project, the flash- 

over tests were run as an iniependent series, although 

normally a flasnover test would be made at the end of an 

ionization run with tne aid. of a circuit change tnat 

alters the high voltage bridge to tnat of the flashover 

circuit in Figure 2. No ultra violet source was available 

to irradiate the sthere gap for this part of the work. 

ihe flashover voltage was determined for five electrode 

spacings for each specimen. The spacing s were O.25, 

0.375, 0.50, O.625, and 0.75 of an inch. Untreated 

isomica and untreated black ba1ite were tested over a 

range of spacings from 0.062 to 1.00 inch. These spacings 

were adjusted on the insulation test specimen by means of 

brass gauge blocks carefully made to the required width. 

Flashover tests on 25 different specimens with 

different surface conditions were completed. Nine of 

these were with isomica base material, ten iith a black 

bakelite base and six with lucite as the base material. 

In each case the clean base material with no treatment 

was tested followed by tests on the base niaterial with a 



CIRCUIT 58 
FOR 

FLASHOVER CHARACTERISTICS 

V A-C Voltmeter 
Weston Model 155 No. 207l 0-75-50 
G.E. Type P-3 No0 3320351 0-15-30 

T3 loo KV Transformer OSC No. 3566 

R 0.270 Meohm Current Limiting Resistor 
Carborundum Type 

C1 Exploratory Electrodes 3.5 to 15 mmf 

G 2.0 cm Sphere Gap 

Figure 32 

G 



coating of tne suspenion medium, and finally with the 

glass beads ?)plied to the suspension medium. Lo insure 

reliable flashover results each specimen was carefully 

cleaned, dried in the low temperature oven and then kept 

in the desiccator t room temperature until tested. 

(This procedure is described above in the section on 

conditioning of specimens.) 

To further increase the reliability of trie fLsh- 

over results at least five flashovers were made at each 

gap spacing for each material and the electrodes were 

moved to a new location for each flashover so that surface 

damage due to a previous f lashover would not influence the 

later values. The average of successive fiashovers at a 

particular spacing on a iven specimen was taken as the 

flashover voltage when corrected for air density. stand- 

ard air density is defined as a barometric pressure of 

760 min of mercury and a temperature of 25 degrees centi- 

grade. 

riesults Of Fiashover Tests 

ihe flashover characteristics are plotted for each 

specimen witri the gap spacing as abscissa and the flash- 

over kv rms as ordinate and are shown in Figures 33 to 

56. The kv rms-ciistance ratio curves were obtained from 

the flashover characteristics by dividing the ordinate of 
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L LASHOVER CHARAC TICS 

IOMICA CQATED WITH DbLPH'S SYNTHTE 



Figure 35 
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FLASHOVER CHARACTERISTICS 

ISOMIC.k COATED WITI SCOTCH CAST 
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FLAHOVER CHAPLCTERISTICS 

ISOMIC& COATED WITh SOOTCE CAST AÌI GLASS BEA]S 
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ISOMICA COATED WITH SILICONE VARNISH AND GLASS BEADS 
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a point on the flashover cïìaracterstic by its abscissa 

and plotting this ratio as a ne ordinate for the given 

abscissa. This is only En approxim&tion of the rad1ent, 

but it serves to tive sorne notion of the electric field 

variation with the ap separation. 

The flashover data for tne various specimens taken 

from the curves to smooth out the experimental variations 

are shown in Table III at the end of this section. An 

exsrnination of tne table shows that without exception the 

addition of the glass beads to the surface of a specimen 

reduced the flashover voltage rneasureaoly below that for 

either the base material alone or the base material 

coated with the suspension medium. ihis is in agreement 

with theory. Any surface is weaker than the gas adjacent 

to it, and the rougher the surface, so long as it is not 

increased materially in length, the weaker it is electri- 

cally. This is due to the fact that the gas between the 

irregularities is subjected to much more dielectric flux 

snd hence a üTher voltage gracitent because the insulating 

irregularities, in this case the glass beads, have a 

much higher dielectric constant than the air or gas 

between them. 



TAbLE III 

FLA5HOVEB DATA FOR VARIOUS SPECIMENS AL' DIFFERENT 
ELECTRODE SPACINGS 

Specimen Flashover KV ELMS 
--. From Exper.menta1 Curves 

Inches Flashover Distance-i.. 0.2.5 0.375 0.50 O.625fO75O 

Isomica .5 9.1 11.35 13,4 15.15 

Isornica + Doiph's Synthite 6.5 9.1 11.55 13.6 15»+ 

Isoin.+Dts Syrt + Glass Beads 6.25 8.9 11.25 1.2 14.8 

Isom. + Scotch Cast 6.7 9.45 11.95 l4.1 15.95 

Isorn.+Sc. Cast + Glass Bds. 6.6 9.1,5 11.5 ]3.4 1495 

Isom. + Silicone Varnish 6.5 9.2 11,5 13.5 15.1 

180m. + Sil. Var. + Gi. 3ds, 6.15 8.7 11.0 13.O 14.6 

Isom. + Dri-Flim 88 6.7 9.4 11.9 13.9 15.4 

Isom. + D.F. 88 + Glass Eds. 6.3 8.7 10.7 12.4 139 

i3lack liakelite 6. 9.2 11.6 13.9 16.0 

i3lk. zakel1te + Doiph's Syn. 6.45 9.7 12,4 14.5 16.4 

3lk. kak.+D's Syn.+G1.i3ds. 5.4 7.9 10.2 12.25 14.1 

i3lk. i3ak. + Scotch Cast 6.3 9.6 12.35 14.8 16.45 

Bik. bak. + Sc. Cast + (Ji. 13. 6.4 8,55 10.65 12.5 14.2 

Bik. l3ak. + Silicon Varnish 6.451 9.1 11.5 13.7 15.8 

k3lk. ak, + 3l.Var. + G1.B. 6.3 8,45 10.55 12,6 14.55 

Bik. Bak. + Dri-Flim 88 
Elk. Bak. + D.F. 88 + G1.B. 

E.6 
E.751 

9.5 
8.9 

12.1 
11.0 

14,45 16.45 
14.65 

112.9 - Lucite 7.45110.5 13.45 16.35 19.3 

Lucite -4- Doiph's Synthite 7.2 I 9.9 12.55l5.15 17.75 
Luc..+DSyn. + Glass Aids. 6.85 9.6 12.1 14.3 16.2 

Luc. + Scotch Cast 7.65 10.5 13.25 15.9 18,45 

Lu3. + Sc. Cast + Glass Bds. 7.1 9.35 11.45 13.4 15.15 

Luc.+Plastic Cement + G.b. 6.9 9.8 112.4 14.6 16.4 



ASTM ERC TRACKING ThSS 

The arc tracking tests were performed to 

determine the arc resistance time of' the various 

specimens aad. to relate the other exerí;aents to 

standard test. 

ene rai 

These tests are described in detail as riih-Voltage, 
Low-Jrrent rc iiesiìstance Of Solid tüectrical Insulating 

iiaterials by the American ociety For Testing 1ater1ais 

(4, pp. 1136-1147). The purpose of these tests is to Llve 

a relative cOIfl)arSOfl of solid deiectrics in tcr 

ability to witdstand surface f1ahover under conditions 

of (1in voltage and low current. The arc resistance time 

of a specimen is defined as trie total time 01' operation of 

the test sequence until failure occurs. in the present 

experiment the oinb of failure for the specimens was 

determined. by the formation of a carbonized track for 
all out two. These two were lucite and t1ie point of 

failure was recorded when they burst into flame. For all 

the specimens tested the point of failure was very dis- 

tinot. 

Leseription Equioment 

The circuit diagram of' the arc-tracking equipment 
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is shown in Figure 7 . 
i enera1 view of trio cornL)lete 

ecu1pment with auxiliary instrunients is shown in Figure 

58. The low ste voltaeLer were eaiiijrated. against a 

secondary standard. The n1i1iarmneters used to measure 

the arc current were ealibrated wi'h both direct and 

a1ternatin euirent. precision m1iiammeter was used 

for the direct current calibrations and a thermocouple 

and microaniweter were used for the a1trnatin current 

calibrations. 
Ihe O-50 ma instrument has an iron vane movement 

(±t] iiure .57). ihe shield made for this instrument 

can be seen in the interior view of Figure 59. hfl iron 

shield proved unsatisfactory as it disturUed the flux 

configuration of the coil surrounding tue iron vanes. A 

brass shield proved satisfactory after it t'as slit with 

a jeweler's saw to minimize eddy current effects. ihe 

shield. is connected to the ki::h voltage terminai of this 

milliainrneter. 5ince the electrostatic forces present in 

the equipment were large enough to move the iron vane 

when tke milliammeter was disconnected, the shield was 

necessry. 
hen the equipment was operated at full voltage the 

electrostatic forces became great enough to pull apart the 

wires of the vacuum thermocouple of the Q-10 ma rf 
milliammeter (A2 Figure 57). It was necessary to build 
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Figure 58. 
High voltage, low current arc resistance 

testing equipment. 

Figure 59. 
High voltage, low current arc resistance 

testing equipment with cover removed. 



a small siela. of cop)er foil surrounding the tnermo- 

couple. ihe siiield. was connected to the high voltage 

terminal of the instrument. 

Because electrostatic forces would otherwise pull 

the filaments of the :Dt lamps apart, shielded cases 

were installed and grounded to eliminate this source of 

failure. 

The four resistors (ki10, h20, h' Figure 57) 
In the primary circuit are used to regulate the arc 

current of trie secondary circuit from 10 milliamperes to 

L0 ma in steps of 10 ma. The resistor is always in 

the circuit. 

the suppressing resistor (he, Figure 57) found In 

the unit was replaced with one of the proper value. the 

number of inductances in the secondary circuit was re- 

duced and the inductance of the group adjusted to the 

proper value on the General hadio 650-A impedance bridge 

by changing the mutual coupling Letween them. The purpose 

of the resistance and inductance is to suppress parasitic 

high frequencies in the arc circuit. 

A synchronous motor (M, Figure 57) Is used to drive 

the three bakelite timing cams shown in Figure 59. The 

cams operate microswitches l/8' S1»4, l/2' 
Figure 57) 

that open and close the primary circuit In a prescribed 

sequence. The time for both tne open and closed intervals 

of the primary circuit was determined by measuring 
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thousands of intervals with a cycle counter shown 

Immediately to the right of the unit in Figure 58. ihis 

measurement showed that the earns or1 Inally in the unit 

were not properly cut. Therefore, after the necessary 

calculations, the cams were re-cut on the milling 

machine of the physics department, the only available 

milling machine the design of which would permit the 

remilling of the cams. The intervals were then checked 

by repeating the measureruents with the cycle counter. 

As a further check a dual ciìannel í3rush reeorier was used. 

to measure the time intervals. One channel of the 

recorder carried the signal and the other the time base. 

A new shaft was machined for tne cams because tne ori4na1 

was not accurate enough to permit the cams to operate 

within the tolerance prescribed. ihe timing tolerance 

for any interv1 is 0.00833 seconds. 

The hiph voltage switch (Su, Figure 7) was entirely 

redesigned in order to offer less contact resistance upon 

closure and to offer a higher leak.ge path when open. 

The secondary circuit was completely re-wired and 

greatly simplified. Over half or more than five feet of 

high voltage cable were removed without altering the 

circuit. 

The electrode assembly shown in Figure 60 was taken 

apart ani rebuilt. An additional template was made to 
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FIgure 60 
Electrode assembly for high voltage, low- 
current arc resistance testing equipment. 
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make possible the ssembly to the prescribed tolerances. 

The spacin; between the electrodes is 0.250 ± 0.002 inch. 

A calibration was ma-3e which gave the primary vol- 

tage (measured by V2, Figur 

secondary voltage (measured 

to cover the entire voltage 

voltmeters were used on the 

data were available, it was 

primary circuit resistors. 

e 57) as a function of the 

by V3, Figure 57). In order 

raige, several electrostatic 

high side. After the above 

possible to adjust the 

This procedure is necessary 

to the establishment of a standard rate of rise of the 

high voltage wave for each increment of current in the 

primary circuit. 

The conditioning of specimens and observation of 

atmospheric conditions for the AiT tests 3onform to the 

methods described in the first section of this report. 

As a final check after reouildi% and. calibration, 

the equipment was operated at full voltage in a dark 

room to te.t for corona. This necessitated the re-routing 

of several leads to give corona-free operation. 

kiesults .21: Conclusions From AJ'ii i&rc Lracking ìests 

The arc resistance ine for each secir.en is shown 

in Table IV. ihe magnitude of surface arcover is icreas- 

ed each minute until failure of the specimen takes place. 

The details of the one-minute intervals in the test 
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TABLE Iv 

ASTM AC IiEISTANE TIME FOuì VARIOUS SPECiMENS 
A.TM D1GNA'IiON: D +95-8T 

Specimen [Thick No. of Arc hesistance 
ness Tests urne 

in ¡1in. & 3ec. 

-- --------- 
1« 

MaxirnurnMinumAverage 
Isornica . 

: 0120 5 O:O5 O':O3 04:04 

Isornica + Doiph's Synthite O1O ¿+ 
: 00:55 00:12 OO:2L+ 

+ D's Syn. + Glass Beads O12O 5 OO:2 00:38 OO:45 

Isorn. Scotch Cast 0.120 00:27 OO:1 00:20 
isom. + 1;c. Cast + Glass Beads 0.120 5 01:03 01:01 01:05 

isorn, + Silicone Varnish 0.120 5 00:06 00:06 00:06 
Isom. + 511. Var. + Glass 3eaIs 0.120 4 00:4 00:13 00:28 

Isorn. + Dri-Flim 88 0.120 5 04:06 0L4:02 04:C5 
isorn. + D. F. 88 + Glass Beads 0.120 5 Jì;U );2 0:C3 ----- 
x3lack 3ake11t 0,200 5 00:06 00:06 00:06 

31k. bakelite + Do1h's ynth1te 0.200 4 02:07 02:05 02:06 
Elk. Bak. 4- )'s Syn. + Glass Beads 0.200 5 00:60 00:33 00:42 

blk. ak. + Scotch Cast 0.200 5 00:45 00:22 00:30 
. ß1k0 bah. + So. Cast + Glass i3eacis 0.200 5 01:45 00:41 00:69 

i1k. iiak. + Silicon Varnish 0.200 .5 00:14 00:06 00:09 
i3lk. ak. + SU. Var. + (il, i3ds. 0,187 5 00:31 ' 00:22 00:27 

ifik. k3ak. + Dri-Fiim 88 0.262 3 02:07 01:18 01:39 
blk. ak. +D.F. 88 + Glass eacIs 0.262 5 02:10 02:07 02:09 

Lucite - O.l2 5 
I 

01:07 01:05 01:06 

Lucite + Doiph's Synthite 0.]_0 5 01:07 01:05 01:06 
Lue. + D's Syri. + Glass Beads 0.140 5 00:37 00:35 00:36 

Luc,. + Scotch Cast 0.125 .5 00:22 00:12 00:18 
Luc. + Sc. Cast + Glass beads 0l40 5 01:31 01:02 01:18 

Luc. +Plastic Cernent+ Glass ids. iO.125 5 j 02:05 02:03 02:04 
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sequence are shown In Table V. 

Untreated 1omica and isoiniea ooted with L'ri-Film 

88 had the hihest arc resistance times. The correspon- 

dence between the times for these two specimens is 

greater than one would expect considering ordinary 

experimental error. Untreated black akeiite was the 

poorest specimen. 

The majority of the specimens treated wtì glass 

beads showed a marked imorovement over the same base 

insterial coated only with the suspension medium. the 

exceptions may be due to the shape of the arc tracking 

electrodes. .ney are chisel-shaped with elliptical 

contour. the electrode shape gives rise to a very non- 

uniform field with a great concentration of flux at the 

points of the electrodes. Under these circumstances, the 

electrodes may find imperfection in the uniformity of tne 

surface treatment not visiLle to the eye. 

'n eneral, the arc tracking tests substantiate 

the results obtained with the ionization tests. The 

suppression of ionization irrases the time a specimen is 

able to withstand arcover. 
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'IßLß V 

SEUNCE OF ONE-MINUTE CUtiRNT STEPS 
ASTM DELGNATION: (I) 495_L'8T) 

Step Cur- Time Jye1e Approx- io- 
rent, irnate tal 
ma. kate of' ilme 

Heat in 
Genera- ec. 
tiL)n, w. 

1/8--io ...... iu..... 1/ sec. on, i 3 60 
sec. off 

1/--10 ...... 10.. . .. 1/4 sec. on, 3/1-i 6 120 
sec. off 

1/2--10 ..... . 10..... 1/14 sec. on, i,'4 12 180 
sec. off' 

10 ........... 10 ..... continuous 2+ 240 

20 ........... 2.0 continuous 4 300 

:o ..... o ..... continuous 45 6o 

LO o contnuou 56 420 



SUNMA1X AND CONCLUSIONS 

The ionization exreriments at atmos,heric pressure 

proved that without exception the specimens treated with 

glass beads suppressed the surface .onizition and. corona 

to a very marked degree. In these experiments the usual 

process of ionization by collision is altered when glass 

beads are present on tne surface. In the presence of the 

beads the electric field and. effective resistance for the 

surface are altered in such a way as to restrict the 

formation of electron avalanches. This alteration in 

turn causes the reduction of the surface ionization. The 

decrease of surface ionization and corona reduces the 

ion bombardment of the dielectric which leads to the 

improved life of the higiï-voItage dielectric. 

The ionization experiments performed in a gaseous 

atmosphere showed a further improveínen.t in the suppression 

of surface ionization as tne gas pressure was increased. 

This decrease in ionization is due to the fact tha.t the 

mean free path of the ionized particles has been reduced 

with the increase in pressure so that for the same dee- 

trode sacing an increased voltage gradient is necessary 

to accelerate the particles to ionizing speeds between 

collisions. 

The fiashover tests proved tiat for tne surfaces 
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treated with glass beads the flashover voltage was lower 

than for the oase rnateri.al alone or for trie base material 

coated with trie suspension medium. ihis is what one 

would expect from trieory . hny surface is weaker tnan 

the gas adjacent to it. And the r ougher the surface, o 

long as the surface length is not materially increased, 

the weaker the surface is electrically. This phenomenon 

is explained by the fact that the ças between trie irreu- 

larities is subjected to a hie, :her dielectric flux density 

and hence, a hi;her voltage gradient because tne irregu- 

larities, in tuis cse tne glass beads, have a muci Eiirier 

dielectric constant tnan the air or gas between them. 

In comparing the ionization experiments witri trie 

flashover tests, it must be borne in mind that surface 

ionization and fiasnover are different phenomena and 

hence, different parameters are involved. 

itie main purpose of the A3M arc tracking tests 

was to serve as a standard en4neering test on the speci- 

mens used in the other experiments, rather than as a 

research test. The electrode shape gives rise to a very 

non-uniform field. Furthermore, the high-voltage wave 

form was not nearly so good as for the other experiments. 

'ihese low current A:LN tests showed that in the majority 

of cases, a specimen coated with a suspension medium and 

lass bee is could witbs band low-current arcover consider- 

aoly longer than could a specimen coated with tue 

suspension medium alone. 



The researches acconp11shed have afforded an in- 

sight Into future invest1gatons. 'ome of these are 

proposed as pos. 'i ble experiments. For exanpie, it 

would be of interest to compare the crest value of the 

ionization current vith the rms value, because this varies 

greatly with the specimen involved. To accomplish this 

an electronic device should be constructed with balanced. 

input and dual channels so tnat the positive and negative 

rms values of the ionization current could be measured 

simulianeously. 

Additional precise work needs to be done on the 

alass beads or other materials used in their place. The 

dielectric constant of tne particular glass beads should 

be determined. rhis may e accornplisted by optical means. 

Measurements should be macle of the bead sizes to determine 

their rance and distr.bution. Irregular-shaped particles, 

both crystalline and amorphous should be substituted for 

the glass beads. ihe effect of rouhenin the surftce by 

means other than aplying ,lass beads should be studied. 

Furthermore, suspension inedia of an entirely different 

classification should be tried. 

he experiments shoulLi be performed usin direct 

current and under a known field configuration if possible. 

These provL5ions would lead to results more nearly 

amenable to the 6.eveloprint of a mathematical txieory. 
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APPENDIX 

úue to the fact that a few quesiions were raised 

during the final examination, additional experiments nave 

been performed.. the results of these experiments 

iven oelow. 

No noticeable difference was observed, in the 

char2cter of the ionization pulses as shown on tne 

oscilloscope u)on reversal of the exploratory electrodes 

provUed they are kept polisaed and clean at all times 

during experiments. 

In order to sìow that a given deflection on the 

oscilloscope means that the source voltae wave has a 

definite sense, the fo1lowin experiments were made. 

The connections of the cathode ray tube are as 

shown in Figure 5. First, when the positive terminal of 

a battery is connected to the upper deflector plate, the 

electron beam is deflected upward. Also, the insertion 

of a joint to plane rectifier siìows tnat the oscilloscope 

deflection means a definite sense which is always related 

to the sense of the 60 cycle iive. The polarity was 

checked by use of a permanent mnet moving coil 

instrument. In other words if the upper defleccor plate 

is positive, the h1h voltage terminal of the bridge is 

positive and there is an upward deflection on 

oscilloscope. 
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Io snow that the indication on the oscii1oscoe 

denoted a discharge from only one electrode at a time, 

the f o11owin experiments were made. 

The exploratory electrodes were oiserved througn a 

rotating disc type mechanical stroboscope. ynchronizati 

was ciecked with the General hadlo 5tr000tac. the disc 

of the mechanical stroboscope rotates at a synchronous 

speed of 1800 rpm. ihere are two slots in the disc 

diametrically opposite each other. bach mechanical degree 

on tne stroboscope represents two electrical degrees on 

the applied 60 cycle voltage wave. The exploratory elec- 

trodes were excited in the brIdge c.rcuit so as to snow 

heavy ionization to the unaided eye. hen viewed 

through the stroboscope disc, total darkness was observed 

at 0, 90, end 180 mecnanical degrees. iniese are the 

points here the voltage wave crosses the axis as seen on 

the oscilloscope at 0, 180, and 6o electrical degrees. 

in trie vicinity of the intermediate posit.ions of 1+5 and. 

135 mechanical degrees, the ionization adjacent to both 

electrodes appeared at maximum brightness. This cor- 

responds to trie ionization pulses or spikes that apper 

near the maxima of the voltage wave at 90 and 270 

electrical degrees as seen on the oscilloscope. ioth 

electrodes appear to be bri:ht at the ssme tiie ecaue 

the time interval of observation is not sìiort enough to 
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show the progress of the glow across trie surface of the 

dielectric between the electrodes. 1so, the positive 

ionization 2ulses leave tne positive uiaif of the 60 

cycle exciting wave in the upward direction only, rie 

steeply, and decay slowly as shown with the expanded sweep 

of the oscilloscope. ihe negative pulses leave the nea- 

tive half of' the 60 cycle wave in the 1ot:nward direction 

only. 

Âfl explanation of the fact that taere was ioniza- 

tion from one electrode only for a iven oscilloscope 

deflection is shown by the followin, .. : considerations. 

The mobility of electrons is very very much 

greater than that of the oxygen and nitro;en constituents 

of the atmosphere, therefore, the electron flow consti- 

tutes the current and determines its sense of flow. 

For any half cycle, one electrode is positive 

while the other is negative. Durin the next half cycle 

the 3olarity of both electroies is reversed. For any 

half cycle the electrons are attracted by the positive 

electrode and repelled by the negative electrode. .hen 

a charged particle moves across trie sace between two 

electrodes, the current in the circuit will be a 

function of the velocity of the criarged particle. 


